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When we look at the 1-minute chart of the S&P500; it is possible to count 5 waves up off the SPX2408 low to the 

SPX2432 high and then 3 waves down to today’s low: wave i, ii or wave a, b? Too early to tell, but both counts suggest 

more upside as at a minimum a c-wave is needed to ideally SPX2437-2452 (C=A to C=1.618X A). However, price does 

need to move convincingly out of the red downtrend channel to suggest this up-wave is underway.  

Figure 1. SPX 1-min charts. Possible to count 5 up, 3 down from SPX2408 low: i,ii or a,b?. 

 

Please note price is still in no-man’s land: SPX2419-2440 and needs to close below or above this box to confirm the 

next trend in price: down or up, respectively.  
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The two predominant counts remain: major-3 top in or minor-5 underway (see Figure 1). We’ll know soon enough 

and the lines in the sand remain first today’s low: SPX2413, then SPX2408 followed by SPX2404 for the bearish 

scenario. For the Bullish camp we need to see price first move above y’days high: SPX2432, then last week’s high 

SPX2440.   The daily chart below shows the two aformentioned counts. Note the positive divergence on the RSI5 

and the MFI14 (money is flowing back into the market). But the MACD hasn’t confirmed anything yet, so the Bulls 

still have a lot of work to do albeit things start to look a bit rosier. A move over the 20d SMA is now required 

(SPX2432), which is perfectly in line with y’day’s high 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: None-ideal A.I. Buy Signal: wave-b or iii-of-5 underway? 
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The McClellan Oscillator based Summation Index for the S&P500 (SPX-SI) also remains on a sell today as breadth 

dropped ended at -28 today. The VIX, however, gave the 3rd buy signal yesterday by closing lower than Friday. The 

current choppy price setup while all 3 indicators (Breadth, VIX, Price) are on buy reminds of the mid-April low (circles) 

Figure 3. SPXSI still on sell. NYMO-VIX-SPX all 3 on a “buy the S&P500” signal since yesterday.  
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In conclusion: The S&P500 remains in no-man’s land (SPX2419-2440) and needs to either break below SPX2408 or 

above SPX2432 to unlock 2385ish vs SPX2440/50; respectively. The NYMO-VIX-SPX buy signals is still valid, while 

market breadth remains negative and thus the SPXSI on a sell. Albeit a new non-ideal A.I. buy signal for the 

S&P500, after TECH’s buy signal on Friday; price now needs to follow through. The 1-minute chart tells us we 

should expect more upside to SPX2437-2452 for either a 3rd wave or c-wave. This is in line with the A.I. buy signal 

and NYMO-VIX-SPX buy signals. Hence, still conflicting signals out there and this market should thus be taken day 

by day until price breaks above or below the aforementioned cut-off levels. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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